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Abstract—The video game press has undergone many
changes since the 1980s–and the business of advertising has
followed. We want to study the evolution of advertising through
this specialized press. We use Selective Search to identify
areas of interest in a magazine, set up a pre-trained RegionBased Convolutional Networks (R-CNN) then specialized on
Génération 4 magazine to recognize and classify different parts
of a magazine, in particular the advertisements. Our model
obtains consistent results, and could further be deployed to
produce specialized models per magazine and per time period.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The first French magazine specialized in video games
was published in 1982. After a golden age in the 1990s,
a reduction in the magazines supply was observed in the
2000s when media started publishing online, with further
diversification seen in 2012[1]. Based on this challenging
history, we want to analyze the evolution of advertising
in the specialized press, as well as the techniques used to
advertise. We want to apply image recognition and machine
learning techniques to determine the place - position as well
as aim - of advertising in this very press over time. To our
knowledge, few research on this particular subject has been
carried out1 .
The technical resolution of text classification is an existing field, but nothing specific has been found for the
classification of magazine parts2 , particularly techniques for
classifying the pages of paper magazines, in order to be able
to differentiate between ”advertising” and ”non-advertising”
pages1 . Parallels with learning on comics or books could
however be done.
II. A NALYSIS OF THE AVAILABLE CORPUS AND FOCUS
ON SELECTED EXAMPLES

On www.abandonware-magazines.org, there are 12’328
magazines listed3 . We identified two problems. The first
one is that not all magazines are correctly scanned: some of
the scans are of low quality, incomplete, or simply missing.
The second is that these magazines have different mock-ups,
also evolving separately over time. Therefore, the changing
1 This was discussed with our supervisors. We only have https://www.
ludov.ca/fr/documentation/evolution-de-la-publicite and [?]
2 Some research has been pursued at Montreal, without publication.
3 https://abandonware-magazines.org/liste.php?tri=identifiant

diversity of magazines would be to broad to study. We thus
need to focus on a few selected samples.
If we take Tilt, Joystick Hebdo, Joystick and Génération
4, over the years 1988-1998, without the special series, we
obtain 326 digitized copies. With an average of 120 pages
per issue4 , we have about 39’000 pages to study.
III. M ODELS AND METHODS
We considered that the detection of magazine pages could
be achieved by following a pattern recognition: summary
pages always respect a kind of hierarchy, article pages
generally have a lot of text, advertising pages often have
a main image, etc. So we had to think about crossing the
magazines to check these patterns.
A. Model selection
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Our model is based on the Region-based Convolutional
Network (R-CNN)[2]. We have chosen this model on the one
hand on the advice of our tutors, on the other hand because
they have a reputation for being particularly effective in
image recognition6 .
Many alternatives and evolutions of R-CNN exist and
continue to appear in the domain[3]. We have chosen to
stick with R-CNN, because of the apparent ease of implementation. A further work will have to be done to compare
the other models.
It is to be considered that learning for image recognition
is something that is regularly done. We have thus made the
4 The

selected publications are large editions.

6 https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-difference-between-CNN-and-RNN

choice to use transfer learning[4], and to reuse existing training. For this particular problem, we went with VGG16[5],
and loaded pretrained weights from the ImageNet dataset.
We froze the first layers (namely, pooling and convolution), and only modified the fully connected layers, that we
dynamically defined regarding the number of classes. For
the loss function, we are using categorical cross-entropy7 ,
because our model should output probabilities over the set
of all classes.
B. Data cleaning and processing
1) ”Data concierge”: As mentioned above, the data
come from the website https://abandonware-magazines.org.
The data present are only scans in image form, without
integrated text8 . The labelling of the images had to be done
manually, with the LabelImg9 software.
Due to a lack of continuity in the data on the one hand10 ,
and a lack of time to label all magazines on the other hand,
we decided to focus on Gen4 magazine. We thus obtained
2’012 pages for our work.
Part of Magalie Vetter’s work11 consisted in selecting the
granularity of the classes. The latter were therefore chosen
in agreement with her project manager. A future study will
make it possible to refine the choice of these classes.
2) Area of interests: For each image, the principle is as
follows: first we perform the image analysis to identify areas
of interest via selective search[6] implemented in OpenCV.
We then iterate on the first N results to classify them with
our model, according to a predefined threshold.
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A significant amount of these areas are of no interest.
However, we can keep some of them to be able to make
”counter-examples” and classify the ”background” zones.
C. Hyperparameters, preprocessing, and other long words
1) Preprocessing: The data are not annotated on the
website, we have to do it by hand. We then receive the
annotations as XML files in PASCAL VOC format, for
images in the JPEG format. In order to adapt them to the
model, we have created two classes, one to process the
annotations and convert them to the right format for our
model, while saving them to disk for easy access, the other
to process the images and build the corresponding extended
dataset - again, with the possibility to store them on disk.
2) Hyperparameters tunning: We train multiple models on three parameters, namely the optimizer (Adam or
Nadam12 ), the learning rate and the batch size (16, 32, 64,
128, dynamic). The learning rate was tested between 0.001
and 0.01, while the dynamic batch size was basically a
function of the samples number. We tried to optimize the
accuracy and reduce the loss.
The best way to balance accuracy and speed would thus
be to use the Napam optimizer, along with a learning rate of
0.002, and 128 samples per batch. We did not use batch13 at
first, but turns out it boosted the learning process, because
less cycles are wasted. A further work could add the use of
GPU as a basis.
IV. R ESULTS
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Left: Page example; Right: Area of interests using Selective

7 https://gombru.github.io/2018/05/23/cross
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optical

entropy loss/
character recognition

9 https://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg
10 Some

magazines are not complete, some series are not complete, some
magazines are not freely available to download, etc.
11 This project is made for her future Master 2 research thesis entitled
”1988-1998: captive press? Presence and impact of advertisers in the French
videogame press” (working title). In particular, she wishes to train a neural
network to automatically detect the presence and location of advertising in
this period’s various magazines.

We trained the model on 100 epochs, with 512 pages. We
obtain a final accuracy of about 0.5703. The model seems to
work and achieve to recognize images, although it is far from
perfect. For example, if we use photos from the ground truth,
it is obvious that some labels are missing, others are overrepresented. The probability analysis given by our model
shows us that the final probabilities are rather low (around
0.30), the use of an adapted threshold allows us to obtain
more convincing results.
12 https://keras.io/optimizers/

13 https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/train-keras-model-with-large-dataset-batch-trainin
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